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1. INTRODUCTION:
In the recent last years, it became increasingly evident that people must learn

more about the atom and radiation , in order to be able to live with it without fear.
More efforts are needed to make them familiar with the benefits of its applications in
the modern live The recent accidents of Chernobyl and Goinea in Brazfl,ereated an
immense negative public reaction against nuclear energy. It is therefore important to
consider using art as an approach to make people listen more and understand better.
Such objective is not so easy because it requires that the artists themselves should be
familier with related science and technology aspects of the subject and its various
consequences on human beings. Then they can try to find ways of expressing
themselves with their artistic tools and skills.

In this context, it is important for scientists to seek for an appropriate way of
communication with artists. The different types of art which could be engaged are
either the spoken word ; such as novels, poetry and drama, fine arts; paintings,
illustrations or even cartoons or a combination of both; such as theater and movies.

2. PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPACTS OF NUCLEAR ACCIDENTS :
Soon after the discovery of ionizing radiation, it was realized that radiation

could harmfully affect skin tissues, body organs and the human body as a whole
beside the genetic effects. Lately after the drop of the first atomic bombs in Hiroshima
and Nagasaki and also after Three-Miles-Island and Chernobyl accidents anew
phenomenon described as RADIOPHOBIA have become apparent and widely spread..

After Chernobyl , radiophobia manifested itself among the population on an
international level. As a consequence, some people consumed only canned food over
months and even over years, other people did not leave their homes or move around
using masks. Also numerous abortions have been performed in order to save newly
born from a miserable life in the future(l).

Citizens do not know the behavior during radiological accidents and
emergencies . Even though ionizing radiation are continuing to be used in research,
medicine, agriculture, and industry with all the problems connected with its use and
radiophobia of people. Thus radiological accident will contribute again to fear with its
consequent uncertainties with regard to the "Monster" called ionizing radiation.

The psychological symptoms estimates have been found in association with
more serious psychological health indices. The relationship between the people believes
about negative health effects of pollutants shows their behavior during pollution
episodes (2) The role of human behavior in the environmental health science with
emphasis on the study of pollution has not yet been completely investigated
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.Surveys among different countries such as Germany, England, U.S.A, Australia and
other countries in order to analyze the long-term impacts of Chernobyl disaster on
public opinions, attitudes and behavior showed that uncertainty about the health
consequences was a major response of increasing the hurted (and/or injured)
population in the event. The information given to the public by different sources after
the accident were insufficient, (3,4). The assessment of danger was not well estimated
after the following 3 years. This explains the increase of the political opposition to the
future uses of nuclear power.

3. THE ROLE OF ART:
Art reflects culture development, knowledge and interaction of people with

new technologies. Art sums up the life of the whole people and casts light ahead. Each
person in the center of his own being has a reservoir of spiritual energy (5) keeping all
land and time memories. The art with all its tools, is a human being self expressing and
it is a spiritual dialogue between land and time. So, the art in the old stone ages is
different from the art now.

The industrial revolution with its economic systems contributed an enormous
share towards the radiation quality in life. So any accident is not a machine's mistake.
It was a human mistake(5)Profits and explorations little care is given to art. In the
nuclear age,The concern is the use of atom in peace; health and prosperity, electrical
power, agriculture, hydrology, medicine, industry and regulatory activities. The atomic
culture ignored both the public psychology and artists feelings.

The effect of Chernobyl accident on children drawings were studied at
southeast England. The analysis of complete drawings after Chernobyl from 3 schools
seemed to contain chimneys smoke, pipes and cooling towers which were expressed to
some extent as bombs or rockets (6).The study of attitude towards nuclear power
plants could be made as questionnaire consisting of sociodemographic questions with
a drawing paper in order to be analysed (6).
The aim of this study is to measure the nuclear public opinion and their .reflections
after the nuclear accidents.

3.1.The Effect of Chernobyl Accident On Egyptian Artists:
The Chernobyl accident affected deeply the public opinion in Egypt. A research

was made in two famous daily journals AL-Ahram &AL-Akhabar and two popular
weekly magazines Rose Elyossef and Sabah EL-Kheir during April to December 1986,
after the accident the artist drawings and cartoon published expressing the reactions of
Chernobyl accident on their feelings influences the public opinion that had stopped the
Egyptian nuclear program after this accident directly. The Egyptian artists were
affected clearly through their art works reflecting their fear against nuclear technology
and the radiological accidents.

This was shown in the Egyptian journals and magazines. Some of them were
reflecting their fear in their drawings, the other joined the accident time by the festivals
Sham-El-Nassim which occurred at the same period of time of the year in Egypt, the
third group used the Arabic language derivatives making jokes reflecting their fear
from the accident of Chernobyl.

Fig. (1) shows the thoughts of the artist Salim from Rose Elyossef magazine. It
was clearly a negative effect where he drew the skull (head bone) and the dried leaves
and roses reflecting his pessimism.
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Fig. (1) Expression of Feelings of Fear Due to Chernobyl Accident Giving
Warning to The Universe. (Reproduced from Rose Elyossef magazine,
at 9/6/1986 by Artist Salim).

Fig.(2) Expression of Radiohobia After Chernobyl Accident.
(a) Reproduced from 'ALAkhbar Journal at 5/5/1986.by Mostafa

Hussien.
(b) Reproduced from ALAhram Journal at 4/5/1986. by Nagy.
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Fig.(3) Expression and Reflections of Chernobyl Accident and its effects on
Human Body (Reproduced from 'Rose Elyossef,magazine at 19/5/1986
for a, b and c and for d at 9/6/1968 by Artist Abdel-Baky).
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Fig .(4) Expression of the Effect on Nuclear Cloud on Some Body to get rid of
him (Reproduced from Rose Elyossef magazine at 23/6/1986 by Artist
Kamal).
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Fig.(5) Expression of Ignorarce of Two Thieves Had Stolen a Radioactive
Source (Reproduced from Sabah EL-Kheir Magazine at 5/6/1986
by Artist Mohamed Hakim).
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Chernobyl accident occurred in April, 26, 1986 that was the spring time "Sham
El-Nassim". The feast day in May, the Egyptians are accustomed to eat salted fish with
a characteristic smell.

Fig.(2,a,b)by Mostofa Hussein, from AL-Akhbar, and Nagy, from AL-Aharm,
represents their thoughts about the effects of the accident and they joined it with the
smell of salted fish.

Fig.(3,a,b,c and d) drawn by Abdel-Baky from Rose Elyossef, he used Arabic
language derivatives creating both negative and joke effects, the derivative from the
nucleus of the dates and that of the atom in (a). The cloud of the accident and the
cloud on the sick eye in (b). The accident site "Kiev" and smoking drugs in (c). The
new generation and the atom in (d).

Fig.(4) that drawn by Kamal from Rose Elyossef magazine represents the death
effects of the nuclear cloud on someone waiting under its effect.

Fig.(5) drawn by Mohammed Hakem from Sabah- EL-Kheir magazine showing
two thieves that had stolen radioactive source from faculty of science giving their
wishes to move to the nuclear countries to transport their activities there.

These figures show the poor nuclear culture for the Egyptian artists that results
in a negative effect on the nuclear public opinion producing antinuclear opinion
againist the nuclear program in Egypt.

3.2. The Effect of Goinea Accident On the Artwork:
The examples shown in figures (6) to (13) were drawn by Bandlian artists,some

of them were unknown and spontaneous, they painted it directly on the building walls.
The others were proffessional and working in the local magazines. The artworks are
given for demonstrating to what extent that art is already used in connection with the
atomic radiation and nuclear energy. They give an idea about nuclear public opinion
locally. In general most of the artworks presented regarded as negative effects on
human life. It is observed that all the artists used symbols that directly and indirectly
reflect their opinion and awareness. They used radiation symbol, atom orbits, sexual
fear, children awareness, tears, headache, wounds, cracks and pessimistic effectiveness.

Figures (6) through (8) - which are wall paintings were made by unknown
spontaneous artists at Goinea in Brazil. They expressed their awareness towards the
accident. Figure (6) shows the atom with its orbits located inside the brain in a man's
head, a naked human body resembling the awareness towards the human race
destruction and the symbol of radiation awareness. Also it is clearly noticed from Fig.
(7) the crying announcement to survive the children from hazards effects. This is clear
from the children faces drawn inside the arms of the radiation symbol, with the eyes full
of tears and a frog throwing its tongue out to swallow the radiation symbol.

Figure (8) shows an atom with its orbits having legs and moved around as an
unknown monster worm to eat all green lands and spreading radiation every where
through its walking ways.

Figure (9) was published in Journal De Brazi! in 19.10.78 created by a
professional artist named "IQUE" . He drew the radiation hazardous effects revealing
at a wounded face and head covered with plasters, a swelling eye and headache with
atomic radiation symbols resulted from the radioactive accident.

Figures (10) and (11) by another artist "SIRON" in black and white forms.
Fig.(lO) represents the human sickness resulted from radiation while Fig. (11) shows
the terror of a poor man against shooting with gun towards him. It reflects the effects
of radiation with all its distorting tools on the poor human.
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Fig.(6) Expression of Fear and Pessemism Were Illustrated by The Atom
Orbits Inside The Brain in Human Head. Nalked Human Body And
Radiation Symbol Awamess (Reproduced from a Wall Painting
Goinea by Unknown Spontaneous Artist).

Ftg.(7) Expression of Sadness After The Radioactive Accident Illustrated by
Eyes With Tears, Radiation Symbol and Frog Throwing its Tongue on.
(Reproduced from a Wall Painting Goinea by Unknown Spontaneous
Artist).
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Fig .(9) Expression of Negative Effect on Human Body. (Reproduced from
Journal of Brasil by the Artist Ique at 19/10/1987).

Fig.(10) Expression of Sickness of a Man Due to the

Effect of Radiation by the Artist Siron.
Fig.(11) Expression of Terror of a Man Wrth a Gun Frieghting

a Poor One by the Artist Siron.
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Fig (12) Expression of PainMI Effecl of Headache
due to Radi3tion by Jhe Arlisl Luis Triman.

Fig (13) Expression of Mesrableness of Human Due to
Radiation by Artist Luis Trwnan.
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Table (1): Number of Symbols Found in the Artwork Used
to Express Feelings in Both Spontaneous and Professional Artwork.

Symbol
No.

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX

Symbol Subject

Radiation Symbol
Atomic Orbits
Sexual Fear
Children Awareness
Tears
Wounds (Cracks)
Headache (Sickness)
Terror
Pessimism

Spontaneous Artwork

F«g.(6)
1
1
1

1

Fig.(7)
1

1
1

Fig.(8)
I
I
1
I

Professional Artwork

Fig.(9)

1 - 
1 1 1

Fig.(lO)
1

1
1
1
1

Fig.(ll)

1
I

Fig.(I2)

I
I

1
1

Fig.(I3)

M
i
l
l

Total No
of

Symbol

4
3
2
2
2
4
5
5
5

'lablc (2) Percent ape of Number of symbols (S) to the Total Number of
nil woik (N)

Symbol No.
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII

IX

Symbol Subject
ladialioti Symbol
Atomic Oi bits
Sccxual fear
Children awareness
fears
Wounds (Clacks)
I Icndacli (Sickness)
fen or
Pessimism

%ofS/N
50%

37.5%
25%
25%
25%
50%
62%

62.5%
62.5%

fable (3) Percentage of Nitmiicr of symbols (S)lu
ait woik (N)

Symbol No.
I
II
IK
IV
V

VII

Symbol Subject
Kadiatiou Symbol
Atomic Orbits
Sexual Fear
Childicti awareness
'fears
I Icadacli (Sickness)

he Total Number of

%-S/N
100%
66.6%
66.6%
66.6%
33.3%
33.3%

fable (4) Percent:
ail work (N)

Symbol No.
I
II
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX

ige of Number of symbols (S) to (be Total Number of

Symbol Subject
Radiation Symbol
Atomic Dibits
'feats
Wounds (Cracks)
I Icadaeh
'fen or
I'cssi-mism

%S/N
20%
20%
20%
80%
80%
100%
100%
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Figures (12) and (13) were drawn by "LUIS TRIMAN" in black and white
forms expressing a cracked body representing the damaging effects of radiation on
human face in two different expressions.

Table (1) gives the number and the distribution of symbols used to express the
feelings of different artists for both spontaneous and professional artworks. [ The
symbols are located on the figures in roman numbers]. As illustrated in Figs. (6) to
(13), these symbols ranged from direct symbols [symbols (I) to (V)] to indirect ones
[(VI) to (IX)].

Radiation symbol (I) that is normally drawn on the different sources of
radiation to warn people to take care of handling and using of the objects. The atomic
orbits (II) which is a scientific symbol were used to show the nucleus and electrons in
their orbits, sexual fears (HI) as a naked female or arrows. Children awareness (TV)
which is symbolized by a face of a child drawn between the arms of radiation symbol.
Tears (V)is drawn directly on the crying eyes. Wounds and cracks (VI), headache (or
sickness) (VET), terror (VIII), expressed in the eyes or wolves and finally gun attack
and the pessimism (IX) expressed by the black background and on the drawn mouth.

Table (2) presents the percentage of number of symbols (S) to the total number
of art work (N). It is clearly indicated from table (2) that the percentage of indirect
symbols showing terror, pessimism and headache have higher values (62.5%) than
other direct symbols (which range from 25 to 50%) and express directly the artists fear
from radiation.

Table (3) gives the percentage of number of symbols to the total number of
artwork of the spontaneous artists. As indicated from the table, the spontaneous artists
have used radiation symbols in all their artwork as a direct symbol of awareness, also
atom orbits and sexual fear, which is of great importance where it reflects their fear
from the human destruction .

Table (4) gives the percentage number of symbols to the total number of
artwork of the professional artists. It illustrates their higher interest to express the
indirect feelings of pessimism and terror and lesser interest in expressing headache and
wound. The minimum interest was in using radiation symbols, atomic orbits and tears.

Figure (14) shows the percentage in the use of artistic symbols by both
spontaneous and professionals. It is clearly observed from the figure that the
spontaneous artists expressed themselves more using direct symbols while the
professionals were more expressive using the indirect symbols.

This means that they were expressing themselves in different ways according to
their culture and their background knowledge about the atom.The appropriate creation
of artists may lead to a better understanding and fearless living of public opinion with
peaceful uses of nuclear energy.

4. DISCUSSIONS
Up to recent time it was very rare that artists tried to forward their

understandings, impressions and feelings in connection with the atomic radiation and
nuclear energy in the form of paintings, sculptures and spoken word. If they did so,
they did it in order to express their grieves or fears which is negatively affecting
people. Some examples may demonstrate this; paintings which were created in
connection and after the radiological accidents at Chernobyl and Goinea in Brazil,
some of them also were presented as murals. Such paintings definitely are suitable to
influence people, as experience shows and if this in a negative sense it should be
possible to achieve also the opposite.
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Artists should demonstrate this fact in the future by introducing appropriate
creations.

Stage plays or theaters are another way for artist to express himself in front of
a larger number of audients. So, he has the vocation to forward a message to the public
and affect directly their opinion. Indeed after the radiological accident in Goinea, some
artists wrote stage plays on this accident to demonstrate its socioeconomic and
psychological impacts on the general public.

5. CONCLUSIONS:
From the analysis of the collected art work, paints, written words about the

radiophobia,The following conclusions can be drawn:
1: It was clearly found that the fear from the unknown was extremely exaggerated.

It could be used as a measure of the negative effect on public opinion.

2:Due to the fear from the exaggerated danger the opposition of population against
nuclear actions increased. It leads to the antinuclear opinion which directly affects
establishment of new nuclear facilities in some countries all over the world.

3: The public opinion could be a controlled and oriented or directed towards the
benefits of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy.

4:It is important to realize that the art plays a great role on the public opinion. So it
is important to upgrade the artists culture on atomic radiation with simplified
information written by scientific writers.

5:The artists having atomic and nuclear culture and knowledge could then be used
against this unknown with respect to people, by making art have a positive effect and
high lighting the benefits of the peaceful uses of nuclear radiation to mankind.

6:After positively art work orientation to population feelings; reconsideration to
its effect on the public opinion should be evaluated and measured.
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